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MASSES FOR THE WEEK
8:00 a.m. Monday
Angelo Donadel
Tuesday
Spec. Int. for Maria Conception Alcon
Wednesday Angie Mingo
Thursday
Anthony Ragazzo
Friday
For the People of the Parish
12:00 Noon Saturday John 1st & Ellen Boylan

By Daughter, Lydia
By Eduardo Julian & Family
By Niece, Gloria
By Dr. Joseph Daly
By Great Granddaughter, Ellen

5:00 p.m. SATURDAY MEMORIAL MASS
7:00 p.m. SATURDAY SPANISH MASS
SUNDAY, JUNE, 2019
(Latin Mass) 8:00 a.m. Lindsey Wright
10:00 Int. of Blessings for children, grandchildren
12:00 Olga Bordino

By Friend
By Kazimiera Stolarz
By Bob & Marie Fedorchak

BLESSED MOTHER VIGIL CANDLE – Special intentions to end abortion.
ST. JOSEPH VIGIL CANDLE – Special intentions for world peace.
MEMORIAL MASS: 5:00 P.M. FOR JUNE Emanuel & Bernice Mingo, Dec. Mem of the Zito Fam.,
Adolf & Rose Monschauer, Salvatore & Catherine Liguori, John M. & Charlotte Bagatti, Joseph Lipari,
William & Rose Wroblewski, Leo, Jean & Mary Horant, Joseph & Josephine Negele, Laura O’Connor,
Gregory Sr. & Nancy Nosal, Joseph & Molly Crocco, Victor Terranova, Connie Candela, Lillian & Al
Palffy, Dec. Mem of the Montalbano/Hilt Fam., Dec. Mem. of the Conserva Fam., Elio & Virginia Agnoli,
Hadley & Laurel Cadmus, John, Ronald, & Brian Doremus, Dolores Scucci, Joseph & Beatrice Rossi.
PLEASE REMEMBER – In your prayers, the names on our sick list.
LAST SUNDAY’S COLL:
CHURCH MAINT. COLL:

$4,154.50
$ 454.00

SECOND COLLECTION THIS WEEKEND – will be taken for church maintenance.
FATHER’S DAY NOVENA MASSES – On Father’s Day, June 16th, all our Masses will be offered for
our fathers living and deceased. Intention envelopes and cards to send to the living fathers are available
after all the masses this weekend and next weekend. All names will be placed on the altar for all the
Masses. A $5.00 offering is asked for each name.
STATUE – A number of parishioners have requested a possible shrine to Padre Pio, one of the great
saints of our modern day. I too, would be happy to honor him. We already have a ready-made alcove for
the statue in the window by the confessional. A statue would fit nicely on the shelf of the window which
lights up on the inside from the confessional. In order for the whole parish to have an opportunity to
contribute, whenever we have a free 2nd collection, it will be used for this purpose. We will begin next
weekend.
CHURCH RESTROOM – We are having a serious problem with keeping the church rest room clean. I
can’t even begin to tell you what we have had to deal with. On Sundays we simple don’t have maintenance
available. Therefore, it will be locked, only opened on special request and under supervision. As always,
a few, make it bad for everyone.
WARM WEATHER – Is upon us. As St. Timothy reminds us (Timothy 2:9-10), let us remember to
dress appropriately and reverently during the summer months when visiting the house of God.
OFFERTORY PROCESSION – Please notify an usher if the Mass you are attending is in memory of a
family member or friend, and you would like to bring the gifts to the altar at the offertory procession. It
would be rewarding for you to participate in the Mass remembering your family member or friend.
STS. MARCELLINUS AND PETER – Feast day is Sunday, June 2nd – An indication of the esteem in
which the fourth century martyrs, Marcellinus and Peter, are held in the Roman Church is the fact that
they are mentioned in Eucharistic Prayer I, the Roman Canon. Marcellinus was a priest, and Peter an
exorcist. They were beheaded in the first years of the fourth century, probably in 303, for making converts
to Christianity. Their importance to the Roman community of that time is indicted by the fact that their
tomb was inscribed by Pope Damasus and a church was built in their honor by Constantine.
ST. BONIFACE, BISHOP, MARTYR – Feast day is Wednesday, June 5th – An Angle-Saxon monk,
Boniface was a missioner to neglected Christian communities and to heathens. He labored in what is now
the Netherlands, the Rhineland and Bavaria in present day West Germany, and in the neighboring areas
of France. His papal commission was to Germany, and he is today honored as the apostle of Germany.
Boniface was entrusted with broad authority for evangelizing and organizing the Church in the areas in
which he and his monks worked. He established the foundations of a strong faith by preaching and by
establishing monasteries which greatly aided in the structuring of the German Church. Like many early
missioners to heathen tribes, Boniface’s life and efforts were rewarded with the martyr’s crown at the
hands of marauding pagans.

